LineLED 24V - Installation Instructions
Models LLDW52-

Please read all instructions prior to installation and keep for future reference!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Product should be installed by a qualified electrician.
Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
Use only with Class 2 power unit. Utiliser seulement avec Classe 2 unite d’alimentation electrique.
Suitable for Damp Locations. Convient Aux Emplacements Humides.
Page
For under-cabinet or shelf mount.
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Attention: Always test LineLED operation before installing.
Connect LineLED to power supply to ensure it is working
properly and no damage has occured during shipping.

1

Clean the area thoroughly where the LineLED will
be installed.
Remove the paper backing from the LineLED and
firmly press down making sure
there are no air bubbles that can cause surface
irregularities. Do not remove the
adhesive, removing the adhesive may cause
LineLED
arcing of the Line LED tape.

NOTE - Avoid bending the
LineLED in flat bends which
may damage the LEDs

adhesive tape

ripple
NOTE - When removing backing
& laying LineLED to surface avoid
ripples on LineLED.

2

If length of LineLED needs to be adjusted on site, simply
cut the LED strip in between solder pads. Always cut from
end with no wire leads.

3

Always ensure power to power supply is off! Follow
diagrams on page 2 to connect power feed wires to power
supply.

LineLED
solder pads

*LUMINII RESERVES THE RIGHTS TO CHANGE SPECIFICATIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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(For DMX cable, use Belden
9829, 9842 or CAT5 shielded twisted
pair cabling or equivalent)
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to the next
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Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color
temperature is getting connected

W iring diagram using
PSDMX power supply

Operat ions t o controller

Wireless
Controller

1. Press the learning key on the receiver, then push the rotary button. Once successfully learn, the LED lights will blink on the receiver. Do the same
for the other receivers if you use them, you can add as many optional receivers as you want.
2. Short press once the rotary button to switch on/off. Adjust dim brightness by the rotary button from left to right 0.1 - 100%. Adjust dim brightness
by the rotary button from right to left 0.1 - 100%. Long press rotary button, the light will be 100% brightness
Double click rotary button, it will enter into dimming color temperature mode, dim WW & CW associatively, for example if WW is 70%,
CW is 30%. Double click again, will enter into dimming brightness mode.

Input
120V AC

power supply
L
N

120VAC
INPUT

24VDC
OUTPUT

RGBW -RC-R receiver
+
-

+
+
-

PRIMARY
24VDC
INPUT

SECONDARY

CW +
G WW +
B -

W iring diagram using
PSV power supply
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Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color
temperature is getting connected

WW +
R -

LINELED
+

CW +
W -
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PS010WD-96-24 power supply

120 - 277V AC
L
N
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LED Driver 96W max

-
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connect
to 24VDC

LINELED

+

Vin1black

connect to 0-10V
controller wires

Vin1+ warm+ warmyellow blue
red

coolblue

cool+
yellow

Vin2+
red

Vin2black

SLD-DIM-TW
Tunable white LED PWM dimming module
Dimming range: 0-100%
0/1-10V control, 0/1V=0% light output
10V=100% light output
PWM Output to LED Modules (8-48V PWM, 1K Hz)
For use with Class 2 DC LED Driver only

graypurple+

reference LineLED wire lead
labels to determine polorarity

Wiring diagram using 0-10 Warm
Dim 96 watt LED Driver

DMX cables
(For DMX cable, use Belden
9829, 9842 or CAT5 shielded twisted
pair cabling or equivalent)

(L)
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(N)
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+
- +
-
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D1-

D2+

D2-

POWER
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yellow
+

Wiring diagram using DDMX-RGBW
decoder 96 watt LED Driver
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